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Building OpenSocial Apps: A Field Guide to Working with the MySpace PlatformAddison Wesley, 2009
The authors did a great job covering the various ins and outs of OpenSocial, and especially the specific MySpace quirks. If you are a new social networking application developer or even someone who just wants to write better OpenSocial Apps, then this book has what you are looking for

...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009Packt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a well established Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application, part of the Microsoft Dynamics family. Dynamics NAV is installed worldwide, with well over one million users. Version 2009 contains many major new features and structures, requiring even experienced Dynamics NAV developers to refresh their NAV development...
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Mobile Positioning and Tracking: From Conventional to Cooperative TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book presents the most recent state of the art in mobile positioning and tracking techniques.


	This book discusses mobile positioning solutions applied on top of current wireless communication networks. In addition, the authors introduce advanced and novel topics such as localization in heterogeneous and cooperative...
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Secure Coding in C and C++Addison Wesley, 2005

	"The security of information systems has not improved at a rate consistent with the growth and sophistication of the attacks being made against them. To address this problem, we must improve the underlying strategies and techniques used to create our systems. Specifically, we must build security in from the start, rather than append...
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Algorithms and Computation: 11th International Conference, ISAAC 2000, Taipei, TaiwanSpringer, 2001


	The papers in this volume were selected for presentation at the Eleventh Annual

	International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation (ISAAC 2000), held

	on 18{20 December, 2000 at the Institute of Information Science, Academia

	Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan. Previous meetings were held in Tokyo (1990), Taipei

	(1991), Nagoya (1992),...
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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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The Driver: My Dangerous Pursuit of Speed and Truth in the Outlaw Racing WorldIt Books, 2007

	On his deathbed, Alex Roy's father dropped tantalizing hints about the notorious Cannonball Run of the 1970s, the utterly illegal high-speed nonstop race from New York to L.A. that was nothing at all like the one portrayed in the Burt Reynolds movie.


	Inspired by his father's dying words, and against the advice of his loyal,...
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Developing RESTful Web Services with Jersey 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to design and implement a test automation framework block by block


	Overview

	
		A simple and easy demonstration of the important concepts will enable you to translate abstract ideas into practice
	
		Each chapter begins with an outline and a brief statement of content to help the reader...
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Interactive Project Management: Pixels, People, and Process (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012

	As an industry, interactive is different. The work entails elements of software development, marketing, and advertising, yet it’s neither purely technical nor traditional “agency” work. Delivery methods are different, and because the industry is relatively new, the gap in understanding between the clients buying the work and...
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Beginning Software EngineeringWrox Press, 2015

	A complete introduction to building robust and reliable software

	

	Beginning Software Engineering demystifies the software engineering methodologies and techniques that professional developers use to design and build robust, efficient, and consistently reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no previous...
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Deploying Raspberry Pi in the ClassroomApress, 2016

	Learn how to deploy Raspberry Pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware and software choices you face.


	Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge to plan and execute a deployment of Raspberry Pi computers in the classroom.  Teachers and IT...
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Numerical Methods for Engineers and Scientists Using MATLAB®Routledge, 2013

	
		Designed to benefit scientific and engineering applications, Numerical Methods for Engineers and Scientists Using MATLAB® focuses on the fundamentals of numerical methods while making use of MATLAB software. The book introduces MATLAB early on and incorporates it throughout the chapters to perform symbolic,...
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